Training Matters: The importance of Delivering Authentic CBT with Youth

Abstract
This short commentary discusses the problem of practitioners self-branding as cognitive behavioral therapists and authentic practice of CBT with youth. The adverse consequences of unmerited self-branding are described and training requirements for authentic CBT practice are delineated.
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Introduction
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) spectrum approaches with youth is firmly established as a first-line psychosocial approach to child and adolescent psychiatric problems [1-3]. Not surprisingly, many third party payers and patients embrace this approach. Accordingly, clinicians seem eager to label themselves as CBT practitioners regardless of their training and practice competencies. Indeed, this creates a problem for both the public as well as the profession. The dose of treatment delivered to patients becomes diluted and the CBT brand is sullied by inaccurate self-branding. This short commentary seeks to promote authentic practice of CBT with youth by urging practitioners to use truth in their advertising and practice CBT with both fidelity and flexibility.

The problem of self-branding: Truth in advertising?
In a recent article, Shafran et al. [4] concluded there is a shortage of clinicians who are genuinely prepared to deliver competent CBT to patients. Yet many clinicians self-identify as CBT practitioners. Benjamin et al. [5] noted that there is little relationship between practitioners calling themselves cognitive behavioral therapists and their actual clinical competence with the approach. Sullivan et al. [6] referred to these professionals as "posers." Posing as a cognitive behavioral therapist rather than properly delivering an authentic dose of CBT contributes to several untoward consequences.

Similar to other health care professions, psychotherapy commonly involves information asymmetry. Simply, practitioners possess greater data regarding the quality of their services than the consumers of their services [e.g. patients]. In turn, information asymmetry contributes to quality uncertainty [7,8]. When CBT is advertised but incompetently delivered, a fundamental public promise is violated. Consequently, at the general or macro-level, public trust and confidence in the approach is eroded. At the individual or micro-level, vulnerable youth and their families are receiving a low intensity intervention.

Ethical clinicians should assiduously adhere to "truth in their advertising." Properly representing oneself as a cognitive behavioral therapist implies graduate level coursework, supervised experience under the guidance of an expert in CBT, and some post-graduate/licensure training. Relying on continuing education workshops without on-going follow-up consultation is a poor proxy for formal training and is an inadequate level of certification. Recent research points out the multiple limitations of continuing education workshops as ways to improve practice patterns [9-11]. Instead, clinicians should seek and complete training experiences that includes ongoing competency measures.

The development of and adherence to competency markers: Moving toward authentic brands
Contemporary clinical practice of CBT with youth is characterized by flexibility within fidelity [12]. Various CBT oriented clinicians delineated specific competencies. Understanding CBT theory and research, collaboratively constructing a case formulation, modifying dysfunctional cognitions, emotions, and behaviors, and facilitating coping skills were listed as rudimentary competencies. There is no one absolute and perfect marker for competency in CBT [15]. Certainly didactic and supervised experiential training in graduate school is a start. This specialized training should also be continued at internship and solidified at the many excellent post-doctoral training sites emphasizing CBT proficiencies. Additionally, extramural training opportunities exist at the Beck Institute for Cognitive Therapy, the Albert Ellis Institute and reputable Centers for Cognitive Therapy located nationally in the US and abroad. Most importantly, board certification (American Board of Professional Psychology, Academy of Cognitive Therapy, etc.) is a priority. Board certification is de rigueur for physicians and is quickly becoming the fashion for clinical psychologists. In this way, the maxim that training matters could be systematically evaluated over the course of treatment and supervision.

Proximal measures for evaluating clinicians’ direct practice should be regularly employed. The Cognitive Therapy Rating Scale (CTRS) [16] is widely considered the gold standard for
assessing competence. Additionally, another excellent measure is the Cognitive Therapy Scale-Revised [17]. Both measures possess strong psychometric properties and enjoy frequent use in CBT training settings. Although these measures are meritorious, they do not specifically address competency issues unique to CBT with youth. Recently, new scales are emerging that work to remedy this problem. Stallard et al. [18] developed the Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Scale for Children and Young People (CBTS-CYP) which is based on the CTS-R. Friedberg & Thordarson [19] are studying the use of the Cognitive Therapy Rating Scale for Children and Adolescents (CTRS-CA) which is a downward extension of the adult CTRS and addresses factors such as clinician playfulness, informality, and credibility with youth.

Supervisors working with trainees might consider tracking clinician competency ratings along with patients’ changes in symptom scores. Ularntinon & Friedberg [20] offered a useful rubric for monitoring the relationship between these measures. Trainees could be taught to record their competency ratings alongside patient symptom scores to examine the relationship between improved rating and patients’ symptoms. In these ways, authentic application of CBT is more likely.

Conclusion

While the empirical research, expert consensus, and profession practice guidelines encourage clinicians working with youth to adopt CBT spectrum approaches, it must be recognized that no treatment works 100 per cent of the time with all patients. Nonetheless, as cognitive behavioral therapists, there is much to rejoice about regarding CBT’s empirical success in treating children and adolescents. However, we must be cautious and safeguard the brand. Training matters! We must advocate for well-designed and implemented training regimens. As clinical scientists, we must continue to develop and refine viable competency measures as well as accompanying benchmarks. These actions preserve the public trust and welfare as well as maintaining professional integrity.
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